
Here are 5 Overlooked Prospecting Approaches!  

Which one do you want to try out first? 

 

Here are the 5 most overlooked prospecting approaches & strategies!  

The 5 Most Overlooked Prospecting Strategies 

 #1 Consumer Web Conferences- How many insurance company, IMO, or broker/dealer web 

conferences have you attended? Did they appear easy to do? They are easy to do if you follow what took 

us 500 web conferences to learn like 1) disable entry and exit sounds,  2) mute the audience 3) record the 

event  for legal & compliance reasons; 4) while web events for advisors can be longer, a consumer web 

event should be only 18-20 minutes 5)  content should NOT be about any specific product but very global 

(want examples from us? ) 6) make sure you only invite those who reside in states where you are 

appointed 7) share with compliance what you are planning to say & show 8) speak in a conversational 

tone  9) pepper your presentation with phrases that get YOU to sincerely smile or laugh (want examples 

from us?) 10) Select a web event vendor who is either free or less than $100 for audiences less than 100. 

11) invite your clients, former clients, current prospects, guests of your clients who attended your last 3 

Client Appreciation events, LinkedIn connections, Facebook friends, and Twitter followers, attendees of 

all past client seminars(smile)even those from 1980 etc., etc., etc. Want more examples from us? 

Do you want to tell your message to 1 -99 prospects at the same time while ALL of them are in the 

comfort of their own home? Then begin doing Consumer Web Conferences.  

#2 The Most Overlooked Generation- Do you specialize in the Retirement Market? And when you 

reach out to them, how quickly do they respond to you? Seldom? Never? Have you ever felt that 

"Seniors" are being bombarded with phone calls, emails, seminar invitations from a zillion other 

insurance agents & advisors?  The Solution: Begin reaching out to the most overlooked generation, 

(smile) Young Whippersnappers between the ages of 35-40. 

Why ages 35-40? There are actually 2 reasons. Reason #1 they need you. They need to be taught by a Pro 

(you) how important it is “to pay themselves first", how to insure their mortgage, why life insurance is a 

"Love Letter", the power of 401(k)s when the employer matches and a hundred of other things that you 

know and they do NOT know. 



Reason #2 is very selfish but allow me to explain it this way. I have a daughter  in Colorado and 2 sons in 

California. If any of them called me and said "Dad, we just met this accountant, they took great care of us, 

and this accountant can take great care of you and Mom too" .Friends, do you know how open I would be 

if that accountant called me? 101%  In other words, give that 35 year old a pleasant buying experience 

because a) they need you and b) the easiest way to meet seniors with a lot of money is through their 

adult son or daughter.  

#3 Birthday Cards -  Someone once calculated that well over 200,000 agents & advisors attended our 

live meetings across America in the 1990's, maybe 100,000 have attended our web conferences in the last 

decade, and today, we have over 7,600 LinkedIn Connections. Do you know how many Birthday Cards I 

get every year?  Only four.  One from Neal, Jeff, Mr. Foster and Ed. And you know something; these 

guys are extra special to me because of those birthday cards. 

So beginning today, be extra special and, at the least, send out a Birthday Card to every client, former 

client, and current prospect. After all, you have everyone's date of birth on past applications & proposals. 

At the most, do what we used do for years, call them and wish them a Happy Birthday on voice mail. 

Better yet, sing them a special Happy Birthday message when they answer the phone. Is your Birthday 

this week? Give me your telephone number and birthdate. I will try my best to give you a call sometime 

during the day. 

#4 Social Media- In our opinion, LinkedIn is the easiest and most cost- efficient way to brand yourself as 

an authority on Annuities and or on Life & Health Insurance. As you are aware, every week for the past 

35 weeks, we have written & published a Post. And a day does not go by without someone mentioning 

those Posts to me over the phone, in person, or on LinkedIn.  

The Next Social Media Steps For You To Take: Step #1 actively become connected on LinkedIn with 

your clients, former clients, current prospects, & guests at your Client Appreciation Events. Step 2 Begin 

converting your Facebook friends, Twitter followers to LinkedIn Connections. (Smile) It is about time 

they see you in business attire and standing up. Step 3 Write & publish a Post every week on the same 

day and at the same time and brand yourself over time as an authority. Step 4 When getting referrals from 

your clients, ask this additional question," Who is your most successful LinkedIn connection whom you 

know fairly well? 

Do you know how to find your most viewed LinkedIn Connection? Go to your Profile Page then 

Profile at top left then Who's Viewed Your Profile in the drop down then How You Rank in upper right 

then you will have a choice of seeing how you rank among connections like you and how you rank 

among all of your connections.( Both in small print.) If you follow those steps, a) you will see a) how 

you rank among all of your connections and b) who is your most frequently viewed connection... 

P.S. The only thing we wished we had done when we got started with LinkedIn was -if allowed- to open 2 

LinkedIn accounts. One for prospects and the other account for others. However, the good thing about 

one account & everyone seeing your Posts is a) your family sees how smart you are and b) it becomes a 

"soft way" to reaching out to prospects you never call like parishioners, players on your Seniors softball 

team, the mayor of your city, and your most popular local sports radio host. 



# 5 Client Appreciation Events- Absolutely, Client Appreciation Events are one of the most overlooked 

prospecting opportunities. Imagine your clients inviting their friends, neighbors, and adult children, in 

other words, your new prospects, to your next Client Appreciation Event.  

Connect with Bill Harris on LinkedIn and obtain additional business building content such as free 

access to E Books, YouTube Audio & Video, and Prospecting charts. 

Step 1: Sign In to your LinkedIn account 

Step 2: Click here to go to Bill’s Profile Page 

Step 3: Ask to be connected to Bill  
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